( ) u x is often expressed in terms of the space-bandwidth product of the wave [1] ,
where
, the Fourier transform of ( ) u x (one-dimensional notation is used, extensions to two dimensions being straight-forward).
There are two difficulties associated with Eq.
(1) and its application: (a) the definitions of o W and o B generally lack precision, especially since it is mathematically impossible for both ( ) u x and ( ) U ν to have compact support; and (b) the effect of too few samples, as manifested by aliasing in the reconstruction of ( ) u x from a set of discrete samples, is difficult to quantify. Propagation of ( ) u x introduces additional complications since, through diffraction, it leads to a spreading of the wave-and, thus, to an increase in spatial extent ( ) W z -that is often difficult to quantify. As noted in Ref.
[1], the Wigner phase-space diagram can provide insight into the spreading of a wave as it propagates, but it does not provide a clear means for specifying the sample rate and number of samples appropriate for a given wave ( ) u x and propagation distance z.
This paper has two objectives: (1) to provide means for selecting o W and o B in Eq. (1) that relates quantitatively to errors in the reconstruction of ( ) u x from its sample values, and (2) to present a means for specifying the number of samples ( ) N z required for numerical propagation of ( ) u x through distance z, for
